
 

Select a dependent (outcome) variable from: 

 

turnout:  Turnout at the most recent election (B13) 

 

party:  Party choice in the most recent election (B14) 

 

polActivity:  Political activity index (B13, B15-B22) (high value 

means high political engagement, many types of 

activities) 

 

unification:  Attitude towards European integration (B37) (high 

value means pro integration) 

 

antiImmigration:  Attitude towards immigration (B38-B43) (high value 

means anti immigration) 

 

policyClimate:  Attitude towards policies on climate change (D30-

D32) (high value means pro-environment) 

 
 

  



 

Select an independent (explanatory) variable from (but you can also use 

any of the above): 

 

polInterest:  Interest in politics (B1) 

 

polEfficacy:  Political efficacy (B2-5) (high value means 

respondent thinks he/she can have a great 

influence on politics) 

 

trustInstitutions:  Trust in institutions (B6-B12) (high value means 

high trust in many political institutions) 

 

leftRight:  Left-right (B26) (high value means right-wing) 

 

econSatisfaction:  Economic satisfaction (B28) ( 

 

govtSatisfaction:  Government satisfaction (B29) 

 

demSatisfaction:  Satisfaction with democracy (B30) 

 

stateEducation:  State of education (B31) 

 

stateHealth:  State of health care (B32) 

 

egalitarian:  Should reduce income difference (B33, E1-E2) 

(high value means more egalitarian attitude) 

 

womenEmploy:  Men versus women in employment (B33a) 

 

LGBTliberal:  LGBT liberalism scale (B34-B36) (high value 

means more liberal attitude) 

 
emotCountry:  Emotional attachment to country (C9) 

 



 

emotEurope:  Emotional attachment to Europe (C10) 

 

religiosity:  Religiosity (C15) 

 

churchAttendance:  Church attendance (C16) (scale reverse relative to 

the questionnaire: 1 = low attendance, 7 = high 

attendance) 

 

believeClimate:  Believe in climate change (D19, D22) (rescale to 0-

1 scale, from 0 does not believe climate is 

changing to 1 believes climate is changing and is 

human’s fault) 

 

personalClimate:  Personal responsibility for climate change (D23) 

 

impactClimate:  Impact of climate change (D25) 

 

govtResponsibility:  Government responsibilities (E6-E8) (high value 

means holding government responsible for more 

social outcomes) 

 

fairUseSocial:  Fair use of social services (E16-E18) (high value 

means that respondent think social welfare facilities 

are used in a fair manner) 

 

 

  



 

Select a control variable from: 

 

sex:  Sex (F2) 

 

age:  Age (F3) (calculated age based on interview date) 

 

urban:  Urbanisation (F14) 

 

education:  Year in education (F16) 

 

unemployed:  Unemployed (F17a) 

 

class:  Social class (O&R) 

 

union:  Trade union membership (F39) 

 

income:  Income (F41) 

 

citizen:  Citizen of current country (C20) 

 

immigrant:  Immigrant to current country (C22) 

 


